Adobe Illustrator Template Instructions

Please consult your equipment user’s manual for instructions on how to run specialty paper, and equipment limitations.

Templates provided by Blanks/USA are intended to assist with proper document layout, format and setup when setting up artwork to print on Blanks/USA die cut products.

Adobe Illustrator templates are available as an .ai file and can be used on versions CS-CS5. Adobe Illustrator templates are designed for print professionals and graphic designers; these templates show product guides and die cut lines.

This template is set-up using the Layers features.

Safe Print Area
The area marked by the green line is called the safe print area. Please remember to keep all important information within this area.

Die Lines
The areas marked by a black or gray line are the die lines. We suggest aligning art and type at least ¼” away from perforations and die cuts. Many copiers and laser printers don’t pull paper completely straight.

For Adobe Illustrator support please visit http://www.adobe.com/support/illustrator
For equipment support, please contact your equipment manufacturer or technician.
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